PROMETHEUS FIELD TACTICAL OPERATION’S CENTER™
Combining leading‐edge technology with criminal investigations knowledge, FlexRight’s Prometheus Field Tactical Operation’s Center™ is
designed with direct input from America’s elite special operation warfighters. The system packages the most powerful 6th generation
Quad Core™ Intel® Xeon processors into a rugged, lightweight Pelican™ Air Case that is ready to deploy in the harshest operating
environments.

The Most Powerful Tactical System Available to Criminal Investigations & Military Special Operations
FlexRight Solutions™ announced a new system under the Prometheus power brand called the Field Tactical Operation’s Center, which
will arrive in the marketplace mid‐to‐late November 2018 to serve criminal investigations and military special operations professionals.
At approximately 30 pounds, the Field Tactical Operation’s Center is most notably the first system to feature three hi‐bright backlit LCD
displays (with optional resistive antiglare touchscreens) measured at 1000 Nits and mounted to a uniquely designed innovative internal
armature for rapid deployment that isolates shock and vibration. The internal PC, with 32 GB RAM, is offered as a solid state design with
an extra‐large heat sink for exceptional thermal performance—boasts a ‐25°C to 60°C operating temperature range. The Prometheus
Field Tactical Operation’s Center™ is the lightest and most powerful tactical computer system available.
Prometheus Field Tactical Operation’s Center

FEATURES











Rugged design for harsh environments in the field.
Lightweight 30Lbs.
3 Hi‐Brite LCD displays—16.7M colors/1000 Nits
Optional resistive antiglare touchscreens
High dynamic range (HDR) performance on LCD
displays, most prominently PC monitors
Uniquely designed innovative internal armature for
rapid deployment
Quad Core 6th Generation Intel® Xeon™ E3‐1505m v5
(Skylake‐H) CPU
2 DDR4 2133 MHz RAM, 32 GB
Fanless ‐25°C to 60°C
Ruggedized, water‐resistant, backlit keyboard with
integrated 3 button touchpad

Accompanying Power and Connectivity—Built for the Mobile Age from the Ground Up!
The Field Tactical Operation’s Center is supported by the Prometheus Pro 2kW power station with 5G LTE connectivity utilizing Lithium
Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) battery technology. Both systems are built for the mobile age, geo and sensor aware. Wherever you are going,
our solution goes with you. The systems combine to offer a cost conscious solution that delivers state‐of‐the‐art, yet cost‐effective
solutions to the world:
 Users are able to make data‐driven decisions in real‐time. This solution is field ready and virtually maintenance free...
We are creative and critical thinkers who challenge convention to develop innovative solutions focused on meeting your security needs
by helping you imagine the art of the pivot to change the norms. Contact us today to learn more about the Prometheus Field Tactical
Operation’s Center™—we champion your technology adoption.
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